


MULTI DRIVING RANGE
LONG GAME AND SHORT GAME PRACTICE

Long game and short game practice are possible in one space

so you can practice effectively.

Graphic

The high-quality graphic environment 

makes you feel like you are practicing 

outside.

Accuracy

Stop the meaningless training that is 

different from reality, Realize physics 

as it is in the field.

Analytical ability

By selecting only meaningful data, 

it provides essential information to 

me in an easy-to-read manner.

Convenience

With the user-optimized configuration, 

anyone can practice easily and comfortably.



Ball flight

Upgraded data

Putting practice range

You can easily move to the 

putting practice range with the 

keypad and set the distance.

9 hole round

The effect of practice is doubled 

with the '9-hole round' where you 

learn the practical sense.

Junior mode

Have fun practicing with the 

whole family in 'Junior Mode' 

for children.

Club measurement

Knowing and practicing your 

club's distance increases your 

accuracy.

11 pitch analysis functions

Club path and face angle at a glance!



DEVICE
FRIENDS SCREEN R

Camera sensor

The 3,800FPS high-speed

camera sensor measures the

speed, direction, and spin of

the ball to express accurate

distance and pitch

Camera

Realize a more refined image

by exposing the swing in real time

on a two-channel (front, rear) screen

Fairway mat

Realize realistic play with a mat 

that preserves the natural texture

Projector

3,400 ANSI, 15,000:1 

contrast ratio for clear 

and deep picture 

quality

Kiosk (Monitor/Console)

Intuitive touch screen monitor 

allows you to conveniently view

information and change settings

without a mouse and keyboard

LED keypad

A 6-hole keypad with a simple design that enhances intuition



VUE SENSOR
detailed and accurate pitch expression

3,800 FPS (frame per second), for more detailed and 

accurate pitch expression

Precise sensing possible even in natural light such as 

lighting and light

Reinforced durability against vibration/shock

Design considering life waterproofing and dustproofing 

and installation stability

Can install adjustment of the position to avoid shoulder 

shading of sensor




